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Astor Group - Successful testing in a live environment with Astor IV 

Scandinavian Astor Group AB (publ) ("Astor Group" or the "Company") is pleased to 
announce that its subsidiary My-Konsult AB ("My-K") has successfully completed tests in a 
live environment with the radar jamming system Astor IV. The tests were conducted 
against a radar station under the auspices of FMV with the aim of measuring output 
power, sensitivity, and a selection of jamming techniques. The evaluation of Astor IV is 
done as a step towards delivery of the system to My-K's French partner, the red air 
missions company SDTS.  

"This is a major step in the development of Astor IV, which through strategic investments and 
several years of development has evolved into a system that can meet the needs of modern 
military defense. We are pleased to have confirmed that the system delivers as expected in a 
live environment and look forward to completing the FAT, delivering the system for assembly 
and then starting the flight tests in France" comments Odd Werin, CEO of Astor Group. 
 
Astor Group's subsidiary, My-Konsult, has an established cooperation with the French red air 
missions company STDS. The cooperation between My-K and SDTS includes three phases - 
integration, demonstration and in-service, which aims to deliver reliable and advanced 
solutions for airborne Electronic Warfare. Astor IV is an advanced airborne Electronic 
Warfare solution for radar jamming that has been developed over several years to meet the 
needs of modern military defense. As part of the cooperation with SDTS, prior to the 
delivery of Astor IV to France, My-K has recently conducted successful tests in a live 
environment with Astor IV as part of a FAT (Factory Acceptance Test) before planned 
deliveries in May. The system was tested against an FMV radar station to measure power 
output, sensitivity and a selection of jamming techniques. 
  
“We at SDTS, are pleased to hear that our partner for the aircraft integration of Astor IV, My-
Konsult, have had successful testing which is a key milestone before the Operational Flight 
Test Campaign that starts in June with French Air Force and French Navy aiming to 
demonstrate in flight the readiness and the performances of the system.”, - Ivan Volpoet,  
Astor IV Program Manager at SDTS.  
 
The aim is that SDTS will be able to offer advanced airborne Red Air missions Electronic 
Warfare solutions in its service catalog while My-Konsult will have the opportunity to sell 
serialized systems tested in France to SDTS, authorities in France and other target aircraft 
operators outside France. The next step is to finalize the FAT and then deliver an Astor IV 
system for flight tests to France in late spring. 
 
 
More information about SDTS 
For many years now SDTS has been offering Air training services to French Armed Forces 
that meet the requirements for budget optimization and rationalization of the operation of 
State aircraft. SDTS has a proven and extensive experience in Air-Air, Air-Ground or Air-



 
 
Surface missions responding with the greatest realism to the needs of training of the Armed 
Forces. From operations to maintenance, SDTS deploys its teams and fleet on a wide range 
of aerial work missions: threat simulation, target towing, CAS (Close Air Support) training, 
aerial surveillance, area bleaching … and other designs tailor-made services for its state and 
industrial clients. Learn more at: www.sdts.fr 
 
Scandinavian Astor Group – Strength and security in all elements  
 
For further information please contact:  
Scandinavian Astor Groups CEO Odd Werin  
e-mail: odd.werin@astorgroup.se 
 
About Scandinavian Astor Group AB (publ) 
Scandinavian Astor Group is active in the military defense industry. The company is a supplier of products, services and 
related technical solutions within military defense and civil security as well as products for industries. The product portfolio 
consists, for example, of radar jamming systems and composite components and is offered to authorities and companies in 
the aviation, automotive and defense industries. The company operates in Sweden. For more information about Astor 
Group's business, visit: www.astorgroup.se. 


